In the charged pion decay, a neutrino is produced in pair with a charged lepton and they have the same production rate. In this paper we show that neutrinos have their own space-time correlations in a wide area and are detected in a different manner from charged leptons, owing to extremely small mass. The neutrino flux reveals a unique interference effect in the form of diffraction of non-stationary waves. The diffraction component of the flux shows a slow position-dependence and leads to an electron neutrino at short base-line regions. The electron neutrino flux at short distances is attributed to the neutrino diffraction and the one at long distances is to the normal flavor oscillation. The former depends upon the average mass-squaredm 2 ν and the latter depends upon the mass-squared difference δm 2 ν . The LSND and the two neutrino experiment (TWN) measurem 2 ν and the other experiments measure δm 2 ν . Hence they are consistent with each other.
the asymptotic boundary conditions, the S-matrix of a finite time interval is expressed with the wave packets. One feature of the scattering of the finite time interval is that S[T] does not commute with the free Hamiltonian H 0 but satisfies
thus the energy is not conserved by S [T] . Final states of having the different energy from that of the initial state contribute to the finite-size correction of the transition probability.
Furthermore, the finite-size correction has a universal property and is computed rigorously.
We study the neutrino in the pion decay with S[T], and find that the neutrino flux has a large finite-size correction of a form of a diffraction. We summarize our results first. The fluxes of the neutrino and charged lepton in pion decays are defined with their detection rates and are given at a macroscopic distance in the form
where P normal agrees with a normal term calculated with the standard method and P dif f (T)
is a diffraction term which is derived from the energy-nonconserving final states. The diffraction components for the neutrino, P
dif f (T), and for the charged lepton, P l dif f (T), are expressed by the masses m ν i , m l and the mixing matrix U i,e , where i is the mass eigenstate, in the form
where C is a constant obtained later, ω = m 2 2E
, andg(T, ω) = g(T, ω) −g(∞, ω), where
g(T, ω) is positive definite and decreases with a product Tω. Tω l becomes large andg(T, ω l ) vanishes at a macroscopic time for the charged leptons, butg(T, ω ν i ) becomes finite for the neutrinos. Hence P dif f (T) is finite in neutrinos and depends upon an average mass-squared m 2 ν . P normal is the normal term and includes flavor oscillations with the period determined by the mass-squared differences δm 2 ν . For charged leptons the diffraction terms vanish and physical quantities are computed with the normal term.
Due to the small mass, relativistic invariance, and other features, the diffraction effect becomes observable in the neutrinos. The detection rates become different from their production rates at the macroscopic distances. Especially because the energy-momentum is not conserved in the diffraction component, the helicity suppression mechanism does not work and the electron neutrino is not suppressed compared to the muon neutrino in the near-detector region. This resolves the LSND anomaly [3] and some previous experiments.
POSITION-DEPENDENT DETECTION PROBABILITY: ONE SPECIE.
Now we derive the diffraction term [4] . To show this effect being distinct from a flavor oscillation, the formula for one specie of neutrino is studied first.
We suppose that a neutrino is observed through its incoherent interaction with one of nucleus. Then its detection amplitude in the pion decay process is expressed as, T = d 4 x l, ν|H w (x)|π . Here a pion is prepared at a time T π , and a neutrino is detected at T ν , where the distance c(T ν − T π ) is macroscopic. A detected neutrino is expressed by a wave packet that represents the nucleon wave function in a nucleus that neutrinos interact. The neutrino wave packet [5] [6] [7] is described by the central values of the momentum and coordinate, (T ν , X ν ) and the width, σ ν [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . They are expressed in the form |π =
The amplitude T is written with the hadronic V − A current and Dirac spinors in the form
where
, and the time t is integrated in the region T π ≤ t. σ ν is the size of the neutrino wave packet and was estimated using the size of a nucleus. The
Gaussian form of the wave packet is used for the sake of simplicity to obtain the finite-size correction in this paper. Its long-distance behavior is the same in general wave packets as was verified in [4] . The muon momentum of p µ ≈ p π − p ν and broad tail of p µ = p π − p ν contribute to this amplitude. The former component is the normal one and the latter one is a diffraction component which is shown to be computable rigorously using a light-cone singularity of relativistic invariant systems.
The neutrino momentum k ν is integrated easily in Eq. (5) and the coordinate representation of the neutrino wave is obtained, which shows the time evolution of the neutrino wave function in the backward direction. At t = T ν , the wave function agrees with the Gaussian function of the center X ν and at t ≤ T ν the position of the center is at v ν (t − T ν ) + X ν , which overlaps with the pion and muon wave functions.
Integrating the space coordinates, a Gaussian function of the momenta, which shows that the momenta are approximately conserved, are obtained. The time is integrated in the finite interval T = T ν − T π and the amplitude is proportional to the T-dependent term,
The energy is modified by the v ν dependent term and particularly the neutrino energy and momentum are combined to the small value,
Eν
. Hence the muon energy can be larger than that of the energy-momentum conserved system and leads the large finite-size correction.
To compute the amplitude and probability of this component rigorously, we introduce a correlation function and write the probability, after the spin summations are made, in the
In this expression the momentum is integrated first, which is possible because the probability is finite and integration variables can be interchanged.
The waves of charged lepton at the ultra-violet energy regions cause a light-cone singularity. Changing the variable to q = p π − p l and integrating the four dimensional q, we are able to extract the light-cone singularity δ(δx 2 )ǫ(δt) [4, 15] easily. The integral from the region q 0 ≤ 0 leads δ(δx 2 )ǫ(δt) and the terms written by Bessel functions, while that from 0 ≤ q 0 ≤ E π leads the rapidly oscillating term . The light-cone singularity is real without oscillation and is extended to infinity and the others either oscillate or decrease rapidly. So this expression is useful to find the finite-size correction of the probability which is unable to obtain with standard calculations of plane waves. In the first region the energy is not conserved, and the integral vanishes at T = ∞ in fact. The second one, on the other hand, is that of conserving the energy and determines the quantities at T = ∞. This expression of writing the probability with the light-cone singularity converges and is valid in the kinematical region 2p π ·p ν ≤m 2 l , wherem
l . Substituting the expression of ∆ π,l (δx) into Eq. (7), we have the phase factor of the neutrino wave at the light-cone position (t − T ν ) of a slow angular velocity. Next an integration on the coordinates, x 1 and x 2 , and t 1 and t 2 in the finite T = T ν − T π , leads the slowly decreasing termg(T, ω) and the normal term G 0 .g(T, ω) is generated from the light-cone singularity and related term and at T = ∞,g(T, ω ν ) vanishes. The normal term, G 0 , is from the rest. Due to the rapid oscillation in δt, G 0 gets contribution from the microscopic δt region and is constant in T. This term does not depend on σ ν and agrees with the normal probability obtained with the standard method of using plane waves. In the region 2p π ·p ν >m 2 l , ∆ π,l (δx) does not have a light-cone singularity and the diffraction term exists only in the kinematical region 2p π · p ν ≤m 2 l . This region depends upon the charged-lepton mass, hence the diffraction terms of all three mass eigenstates converge in the union of the kinematical regions of the three masses, 2p π ·p ν ≤m 2 µ . The diffraction terms is applied in this region in this paper. We compute the total probability next. From the integration of neutrino's coordinates X ν the total volume V is obtained and cancelled with the normalization of the initial pion state. The total probability, then, becomes sum of the normal term G 0 and the diffraction termg(T, ω ν ),
where N 3 = 8Tg 2 σ ν and L = cT is the length of the decay region. P is the neutrino flux when it interacts with the physical state of finite size target of σ ν . At finite T, the flux has the diffraction component, which is caused by the superposition of waves and stable under the variation of the pion's momentum. At T → ∞, the diffraction term vanishes and the probability P agrees with the value of the standard calculation using plane waves.
Now we study each term in Eq. (9) . In the normal term, energy and momentum are approximately conserved, and G 0 has a sharp peak at p π · p ν =m 2 l /2. Hence the factor m 2 π − 2p π · p ν in Eq. (9) becomes m 2 l and the rate is proportional to m 2 l . Integration of the neutrino's angle leads this integral independent of the angle width, as far as it include the narrow peak. The value is independent also from σ ν , which is consistent with the condition for the stationary state [12] , and agrees with the value of the ordinary method, which has the suppression of the electron mode. On the other hand, the diffraction component is present in the wide kinematical region, 
ELECTRON NEUTRINO IN PION DECAY.
Formulae for general three families are easily obtained from the one species formula.
Since the light-cone singularity in ∆ π,l (δx) and the diffraction term have the universal form that is independent of the mass of the charged lepton, and depends upon the absolute neutrino mass, the diffraction term to the electron neutrino is obtained from the mixing matrix U i,e , Eq. (3). Hence the flux of the electron neutrino is written with the average mass
The average value coincides with m ν i if the δm 2 ν are much smaller than the average value. Historically using neutrinos in pion decays, TWN [16] proved that two neutrinos are different, and LSND [3] claimed observation of ν µ → ν e transition with a large δm Now we compare the theoretical value of electron neutrino events with experiments.
The normal component is negligibly small due to helicity suppression and the diffraction component P dif f is finite and is studied. The neutrino flux in the decay pipe area is computed and LSND but the energy is higher and about the same magnitude of the diffraction term is obtained. The diffraction term comes from the tree diagram and is suppressed strongly in matter, KARMEN [20] . The diffraction component is important in decay in air but is complicated in decay in matter. Its magnitude will be studied in a future publication. We compute the fraction of the diffraction components by taking into account the geometry. In LSND, the decay region in air is about 0. . In CDHSW, the energies of pion and neutrino are higher and iron is used for the detector. Including these effects, theoretical values are obtained.
The ratios P dif f /P normal of our theory and P νe /P νµ of experiments are summarized in Table II The asymptotic boundary conditions must be satisfied for the scattering or decay processes, hence the wave packets are necessary for S[T] and are used. One feature is that S[T] does not commute with the free Hamiltonian H 0 and both final states of conserving the energy and those of non-conserving energy contribute. The rate from the former is independent of both T and σ ν and agrees with that of the standard method, while that from the latter depends on T and σ ν and does not satisfy various relations of the former such as the helicity suppression, symmetry between the neutrinos and charged leptons, and others.
The electron neutrino flux due to the diffraction was computed in the geometries of LSND and TWN and excellent agreements between the theory and experiments are obtained.
Because the electron neutrino flux due to diffraction is determined by the average neutrino massm ν , the excesses of the electron neutrino suggest thatm ν is around 0.25
If them ν is in this range and δm The shorter life time of the pion in the situation when the neutrino is observed at a small distance than that of the free pion has not been tested and will be confirmed in a future experiment. Then if the muon is measured simultaneously, this muon shows the same behavior from the lepton number conservation. The detection rate of the muon depends on the boundary condition on the neutrino.
In this paper we ignored the higher order effects such as the pion life time and the pion mean free path in studying the quantum effects. We will study these problems, the muon decay, and other large scale physical phenomena of low energy neutrinos in subsequent papers.
